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Euro Palace Casino Review 2023: Is It Legit or Scam? Creating an exclusive and regal experience for

the gamblers, Euro Palace is a casino that has been operating for quite a long time. As an online casino,
there are various features and offerings that Euro Palace has, and this Euro Palace Casino review will

cover all the aspects of the same. Euro Palace Casino Summary. Website https://www.europalace.com/
License Malta Gaming Authority Founded 2006 Game types Slots, Table Games, Live Casino Games,
Video Poker, Scratchcards, & more Banking ecoPayz, Solo, Maestro, Bank Wire Swift, Credit cards,

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


Neteller, VISA, Bank Transfer, Debit cards Min Deposit NZ$ 10 Min Withdrawal NZ$ 50 Waiting Period
for Cash Out Variable Bonus Up To NZ$600 Welcome Bonus Accepted Cryptocurrency No Restricted

countries Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, UK, US, & more Mobile Support No Mobile App,

but accessible in mobile browsers Customer Support Live Chat & Email Support. Licensed by Malta
Gaming Authority, the casino greets new users with a plethora of perks like Euro Palace Casino

bonuses (including the deposit bonus and welcome bonus and their respective wagering requirements).
With a good diversity of options, beginners can explore the possibilities before they start playing. Euro
Palace has a thoughtfully curated list of gambling options for users, and most games are provided by

leading software providers such as evolution gaming, instant play, etc. The gambling options are based
on the casino side, and there is no sportsbook at Euro Palace. A wide variety of slot tournaments,

progressive games, casual games, and even fans’ favorite games like dark knight rises, major millions,
sic bo, and the mega moolah, are a part of the convenient gambling environment created by the platform.
Like other big players in the online casino world, the Euro Palace Casino supports various banking and

payment options for online casino players. The casino is aimed at new and regular users, while
seasoned users might also get a bang for their buck within the range of gambling options and

possibilities. It has also amassed numerous positive casino reviews for existing users, making it an easy
sell. Is Euro Palace Casino Legit? Having operated since 2006 without any scams or mal-operations, it
is safe to consider Euro Palace a legit and reliable casino. While the welcome bonus might not please
every user, gamblers can rest easy knowing that the trusted online casino is licensed by Malta Gaming

Authority and maintains the integrity of its platform using industry-standard practices. Security and safety
are important, keeping the users’ information safe and free from hackers. The gaming authority licensing
the casino also performs frequent checks and audits to ensure a fair gambling system on the platform,
and the sanctity is never compromised. Concerned individuals should also be mindful of the legitimacy

and safety of other online services, such as the digital money provider, online wallets, payment
gateways, etc. Key Features of Euro Palace Casino. Beauty in simplicity is the most enticing and

powerful feature of Euro Palace Casino. The user interface has been aptly designed to engage the
players without having to create a visual experience. The clean and simple UI also enables the site to
respond and load faster, adding to the crispness and responsiveness of the casino. The Euro Palace

games are the perfect mix for users looking for an online casino experience & table games (like classic
blackjack) without getting overwhelmed with options. The casino play at Euro Palace is quite easy and

intuitive by design. With support for multiple currencies across a plethora of supported countries to
access the platform, efficiency and convenience take priority at the casino. The VIP membership and
fortune lounge make use of loyalty points, implying that each bet and wager placed would further one’s

access to premium perks. Users can expect a quick and reliable cash-out system with reasonable
minimum deposit and withdrawal limits coupled with a short waiting time of 24 hours. Another feature

worth mentioning for the platform is that Euro Palace also has “Variety” and “Vegas” gaming categories,
making it stand out and shine brighter than its competition in online gambling and digital casinos. Pros
and Cons: Euro Palace Casino Review. Pros Cons Euro Palace is available in numerous countries,

making it easily accessible and readily usable. Players from the UK, US, etc., have to look elsewhere as
the platform isn’t supported here. The platform supports a long list of banking options and a diverse set
of currencies. Euro Palace doesn’t have a dedicated mobile app, making it complicated to play from

phones. The platform is reliable in usability and maintained by leading software & game providers. The
banking options supported might differ from country to country. Types of Games Offered by Euro Palace

Casino. The selection of games supported by Euro Palace isn’t unique from other casinos, but the
excellence lies in the coverage of all categories with the best options. It is important to mention in every
casino review that there isn’t an integrated sportsbook like some other online casinos. Following is the
list of gambling games present at the platform:- Slots are undoubtedly some of the most popular casino

games and are naturally present on the platform. Besides various choices for slot games, events like slot
tournaments and perks like free slots add to the overall experience that a user can expect. The slots are
powered by leading game providers such as Microgaming. With the support of Microgaming, various

popular titles are available on the site, including Dark Knight, Tomb Raider, Terminator II, Avalon II,
Game of Thrones, etc. Table Games. The selection of table games at Euro Palace is quite impressive.
Users can choose any of their favorites or all-time classics, such as classic blackjack, 3 cards, poker,

roulette, and baccarat, with both American and European versions of the games. Other newer variants of
these classics include French Roulette, Vegas Strip Blackjack Gold, Super Bonus Bingo, Keno, etc.



Progressive and regular jackpots are a big part of the hype around the Euro Palace. When writing this
Euro Palace casino review, the total progressive jackpot has surpassed NZ$ 21 Million and is growing
continuously. Furthermore, jackpots in other gambling games also provide an incentive for the heavy

rollers to join in. Some of the bigger titles in the genre would be Whack a Jackpot, Jurassic Jackpot, etc.
The lottery can be regarded as some of the more novel and unique offerings of Euro Palace. Users can

participate in the ongoing lottery and invest a small amount for the gamble in hopes of bagging a big win.
Progressive games like money keno offer a lottery-style experience to individuals looking for familiar
gambling. Live Casino Games. Euro Palace also provides live casino games, and users can play the
live version of all the classic table games, such as baccarat, blackjack, live dream catcher, poker, and

the option to get a private table for the same. Euro Palace Casino Payment Methods. Deposit Methods.
To offer the utmost convenience to most users, Euro Palace supports a good and wide variety of deposit

methods. Users can use services like VISA, MasterCard, American Express, and over a dozen other
banking options to make the first deposit & continue to add money to their accounts with the casino.

Some other payment options are Trustly, Visa Electron, Bank Wire, ewire, EZIPay, instaDebit, EcoPayz,
Neosurf, Neteller, Paysafecard, Skrill, etc. The minimum deposit amount at Euro Palace is NZ$ 10, while
the amount for the match bonus might vary with the wagering requirements. Players must also note that

these banking options vary from area to area. Withdrawal Methods. Similar to the deposit options,
withdrawal methods are also quite inclusive and cover a surprisingly big range of modes of payment.
The minimum withdrawal limit at Euro Palace is NZ$ 50, and the maximum withdrawal limit varies for

each payment method. The withdrawal methods available are VISA & Mastercard, Skrill, Neteller, iDebit
Canada, ecoPayz, Bank Transfer, Instadebit Canada, MuchBetter, Swift, PostePay, and many more.
Supported Currencies. The platform’s supported currencies comprise only fiat currencies with many

options to choose from. Individuals can select from the following options for transactions based on the
preferred currency:- Bonuses & Promotions Offered by Euro Palace Casino. Bonuses and promotions
are some of the most enticing parts of the Euro Palace Casino, despite the high wagering requirement

in some cases. Users can expect to win bonuses right from the get-go, with the platform’s welcome
bonus and the first deposit bonus. As the name suggests, the welcome bonus is awarded to new users
of the platform. This is the most common type of bonus and is present on most platforms. Sometimes,
this bonus is only made possible once the users put money into their accounts. The next is the deposit
bonus. Users would have to make the transfer for betting to be eligible for this bonus. At Euro Palace,

1st, 2nd, and 3rd deposits have 100% match bonus of up to NZ$ 200 each, making NZ$ 600 in total. The
eligibility criteria here seem high to some individuals as the requirements for wagering to achieve it is
70x. The casino also offers cash credits in some regions, with monthly promotions going live regularly.
Weekly promotions based on a particular game, like free spins for slots, are also a part of the casino’s
bonuses. While not all the games can take advantage of the bonuses, most of the weekly and monthly
promotions can be availed by every user. However, users should never get too indulged in the odds of

availing of a bonus and must always consider the eligibility criteria and thoroughly understand the
promotions terms for the corresponding promotion. Euro Palace Casino VIP Club. Standing in the ranks
of elite platforms and online casinos, Euro Palace has kept up with the times and has a VIP Club for its
users. Every new user who makes a deposit is automatically welcomed into the VIP club fortune lounge.
The level/tier of the club increases with loyalty points that come from frequently wagering, adding the total
amount wagered to date. The loyalty points for each tier are to be accumulated within a month before the
counter resets. The reward points provided by the casino can also be redeemed for cash in some cases

through the previous tiers of the VIP club. These clubs also affect the players’ earnings rate, which
implies that each point for loyalty and betting would come with an extra amount as the tiers go on. Euro
Palace Casino Supported & Restricted Countries. Euro Palace has gained the right to operate across

all major gambling markets, albeit with some exceptions due to local regulations and policies of the
restricted regions. Users from Asia, North America, South America, Africa, and Europe can join the

platform and start gambling. The restricted countries are Australia, Belarus, Bulgaria, Belgium, Czech
Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greenland, Hong Kong, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal,

Romania, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United States of America, etc. Euro Palace Casino Customer Support. The customer support
team behind the casino has been able to uphold a good reputation of being responsive, prompt, and

adequately helpful. Users can reach out to the customer support team via email or live chat on the
platform. One thing that stands out for Euro Palace is that the customer support chat also has support for



multiple languages. Individuals can reach out to customer care for any queries, issues, or doubts
regarding the procedures, financial transactions, etc. Euro Palace Casino Review: Conclusion. Euro

Palace is an impeccable platform that keeps things crisp, niche, and engaging. As a platform that
encourages responsible gambling, Euro Palace is as credible as it is lucrative and inviting. The

gambling options are highly inclusive and well-curated, serving users with all needs. The lack of a
dedicated app for the mobile casino might not be ideal for every user but having the provision to play on

mobile through a web browser is an effective solution. Possibilities like progressive wins, big wins
through tournaments, etc., deliver a high reward, low-risk gambling for individuals. The casino offers

huge promotions and bonuses to the users (such as the welcome bonus), especially those with the VIP
status and bonuses like free spins suited ideally for slot players. The provision for several banking
methods allows the users to go with their desired payment method and even select from several

currencies accepted on the platform. Compared to other online casinos, Euro Palace is quite an easy
recommendation for individuals looking for an exclusively authentic and seamless gambling experience.
FAQs. Is Euro Palace Casino Safe to Play? Yes, the casino is safe & licensed operating for about 16

years. Considering its track record, the casino appears to be safe to play. Is Euro Palace Casino Fair?
The constant supervision and audits from the Malta Gaming Authority imply that the casino would
operate ethically and provide users with a fair gambling system. Does Euro Palace Casino Offer

Bonuses and Promotions? Yes, there are usually several bonuses and promotions live on the platform
apart from the general bonuses, such as the welcome bonus for new users. Is Euro Palace Casino

Available on Mobile? Although you can access the casino from a mobile phone with the help of a web
browser, there is no dedicated mobile application for the same. 
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